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Eighteen-year-old Raven was just an ordinary vampire until Fate chose her as the new vampire

queen. And Fate has a twisted sense of humor because it chose Rhyland Midnitegale as king, who

just happens to be her sworn enemy.Raven isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t thrilled about ruling with Rhyland, but if

she doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t step up to her title, the chaos, rebellions, and murders taking over the vampire

world will only continue to get worse. So she accepts the position, but secretly hopes that maybe

Fate will change its mind.She soon learns that being queen comes with many rules. Rules that bind

her heart and soul to Rhyland in ways she never imagined. Rules that keep her life out of danger

from outside threats. Rules that she must follow or the entire vampire kingdom pays the price.But

dangers may be lurking close by, and Raven may be cursed with more than just the title of the

queen.
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Loved this, but it felt really short. Also, there's a mega cliffhanger ending right after a major twist is

revealed that will leaving you going "wait a minute!"



This book sounds like a good start to a beginning of series. I'm a little annoyed that it's so short. Ms.

Sorensen is starting a tread of short books and it makes me not want to read until the whole series

comes out.

I wasn't expecting to love this book as much as I did. It started off very typical with the main

character pulling the woe-is-me card and having no friends. What happened after that blew

everything out of the water. Though I would love it if the author had gotten this book through a few

more rounds of editing.I liked Raven. She's the type of character that I see myself in if I were ever in

her shoes. She's suspicious and questions everything. She wants explanations for (what seem to

be) very simple and straightforward questions. I love that she doesn't give up. Her attitude and

sassy remarks made her all the more likable in my eyes.Rhyland almost won me over, but the

cryptic conversations that Raven overheard and his avoidance of what should have been easy to

answer questions got old very fast. He also seemed to read her mind during a few scenes (let me

point out that he specifically stated that he doesn't have that ability). He was overall cagey and his

brother didn't help matters in the slightest.By the end, I was already putting a few pieces together

and had somewhat of an inkling to what could have been happening. Even though I ended up being

wrong, it was even better than I imagined. I want to know if what happened in that ending is what

made Rhyland bully Raven when they were younger? Can she actually trust him? These questions

are circling my mind and I want the answers to them.My Favorite Quotes:"I'm all jokes and

sarcasm.""(...) My future, which felt like it had finally just started, is no longer mine.""And Fate knows

what it's doing (...)"

I understand world building through the language that the characters speak in but some of the slang

and terminology is jarringly silly. Vampire-napping? Warm blood cookies? You can't bake blood. I

know it's a magical town/city/whatever but some of it just made me laugh it was so odd. I liked the

story line and the twist shown at the end. The intrigue of enemy to partner was good. Just dampen

down the lingo some. Ok, a lot. Otherwise an enjoyable read that makes me want to start on the 2nd

in the series. Maybe no mention of blood cookies or cake, tho

Really enjoyed this book- finished in in one evening as I couldn't put it down. Even though this genre

is romantic-fantasy, the world the author created was believable. Jessica Sorensen's style of writing

is clear and hooks you from the fist few paragraphs. Characters were well written, with the main

character very likable. Fasted paced story, but enough details to paint a clear picture of their world. I



am looking forward to the next book in the series. There is a bit of a cliffhanger and foreshadowing

at the end, so I am hoping the next book comes out soon!

Love her books BUT I HATE THE SHORTNESS and most of all the crazy cliff hangers ! Why must

half of them be novella length then end with a stomach dropping cliff hanger ?!????Besides that this

was a great start to a new series and sucked me right in until the end(cliff hanger) now I just wait it

out

I like the writing and the story, but any book that ends with a cliffhanger will never get more than

three stars from me. It feels dishonest.

I would recommend this book to everyone it's a great book.I can't wait for the next book.I was

hooked as soon as I read the first paragraph.
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